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Fuzzy Region Competition Yuanjie Zheng , Jie Yang*, Member, IEEE ,Yun Zhu , Liuxiu Yao



Abstract—In this paper, we present a fuzzy version of region competition, named fuzzy region competition. It is an unsupervised fuzzy probabilistic approach for image segmentation. The algorithm combines the attractive aspects of region competition and fuzzy segmentation. It can give fine details for the classification with the fuzzy model. It as well as bears probabilistic attributes which can model the noise explicitly. At the same time, it combines the boundary and region criterions to achieve better segmentation with regular boundary. We define a fuzzy descriptive language for image based on a fuzzy probabilistic framework. Through optimizing the energy function, we get fuzzy region competition. We also extend the merging process in region competition to the fuzzy case. In the algorithm, one pixel can be assigned to any number of classes theoretically. Its applications to synthetic, real MR, natural, and simulated MR images validate its stability and accuracy. Comparisons with the widely used fuzzy C-means algorithm and region competition are carried out to show numerous advantages of our method. Index Terms—Image segmentation, region competition, fuzzy segmentation, probabilistic approach.



I. INTRODUCTION



I



mage segmentation is a classical and critical problem in computer vision. As a matter of fact, it has been intensively studied and many approaches have been proposed and developed. Statistical methods of image segmentation [1], [2], [5]-[8], [9]-[17] can turn out to be of exceptional efficiency. This kind of approaches requires modelling two random fields. One(denoted by U ) is the unobservable random field whose realizations are the true nature of the observed scene, the other(denoted by Z ) is the observed random field, which can be seen as a corrupted version of the unobservable random field and corresponds to the intensity of the observation. In order to segment an image, the statistical approaches often need to estimate the parameters on which the pair of random Manuscript received May 17, 2003. Yuanjie Zheng is with the Institute of Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, Shanghai Jiaotong University, P.R. China, 200030(e-mail: [email protected]). Jie Yang* is with the Institute of Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, Shanghai Jiaotong University, P.R. China, 200030(corresponding author to provide phone: 86-21-62933739-15; fax: 86-21-62932035; e-mail: [email protected] ). Yun Zhu is with the Institute of Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, Shanghai Jiaotong University, P.R. China, 200030(e-mail: [email protected]) Lixiu Yao is with the Institute of Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, Shanghai Jiaotong University, P.R. China, 200030(e-mail: [email protected])



variables (U , Z ) ’s distribution depends. The complexity of the estimation problem is due to the absence of an observation of the unobservable random field. They mostly solve the problems of estimation and segmentation simultaneously by dint of an iterative procedure. The statistical approaches of segmentation are based on the fact that if U were observable, we could estimate the parameters from (U , Z ) , otherwise there is no sense for the estimation from the Z data alone. Consequently, if the initial segmentation is given, in each time of iteration we can get the new estimation of the parameters and can segment the image again with the new parameters’ values. Region competition [1] is a statistical approach derived by minimizing the length of the descriptive language [2] for an image with Bayes/MDL criterion. It is a hybrid techniques [7] which combine boundary and region criteria to achieve better segmentation with regular boundaries. In each time of iteration, region competition only considers the pixels on boundaries, thereby it converge faster than other statistical approaches. It decide the assignation of a pixel on boundaries only with considering the regions whose edge across it, instead of considering all the underlying classes, therefore it can get more accurate boundaries. Region competition has been proven to be an efficient approach [5]-[8] for many times. However, in many cases, there are a lot of pixels which are the mixtures of several types of natural things. In a satellite image, there may be many pixels, as in suburbs, in which houses and trees are simultaneously present. In magnetic resonance (MR) images, the overlap of MR intensities of different tissue classes (partial volume effects) exists due to the image resolution and the constitution by more than one pure tissue of some internal structures. In order to obtain accurate segmentation, it is necessary to determine the degree to which pixels/voxels are similar to, or belong to one or more natural or tissue categories. Classical statistical modelling forces each pixel to be associated with exactly one class. Obviously, it is not easy to segment these images only by statistical methods [15]-[17]. Many approaches incorporated with “fuzzy” modelling have been presented to deal with this problem [3]-[4], [18]-[22]. From the point view of fuzzy approach, each pixel i is associated with an e -dimensional vector



µ i = [µ ij ]1≤ j ≤e



which is the grade of membership of the i th pixel to j th class. It’s a more general way to consider this problem. Fuzzy and probabilistic approaches are complementary rather than competitive [18]-[20]. Indeed, fuzziness models the imprecision of one pixel/voxel belonging to one class, and probability models the uncertainty of one pixels being presented by a class. Following Kent and Mardia [18], there are



2 three ways of using fuzzy segmentation. In this paper, we utilize the one which considers that pixels have unit area, and fuzzy membership is the occupied proportion in the area by a class. The present paper extends region competition to a fuzzy modelling. We combine region competition with segmentation approaches based on the estimation of fuzzy Gaussian mixture [3], [28]-[29] with considering the common attributes of the two kinds of methods. We need to define fuzzy descriptive language for an image. Similar works have been done recently by Selb and Bischof(2000) [23]. They present a fuzzy descriptive language from fuzzy c-means algorithm based on the work of Leonardis and Bischof(1998) [24] for optimizing the complexity of radial basis function(RBF) networks with MDL criterion. In a great difference, we formulate our fuzzy descriptive language from the representation by fuzzy Guassian mixture to an image. The fuzzy model for an image is based on the one proposed in [4]. Caillol(1993)’s fuzzy model expresses the distribution of unobservable random variable U i by two types of components: a hard component modelled by two Dirac weights and a fuzzy component defined by a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The two components correspond to the pure pixels and the mixed pixels respectively. The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section we introduce a fuzzy probabilistic framework for image segmentation. The third section is devoted to the fuzzy region competition. Firstly, we define a fuzzy version of descriptive language for image based on the fuzzy probabilistic framework. Secondly, we get our algorithm through optimizing the energy function. Thirdly, we extend a fuzzy class’s related hard classes to be C-class, so that a pixel can be assigned to any number of hard classes. Fourthly, we extend the merging process to the fuzzy case. Finally, we give the detailed description of the application of the algorithm. The validation and results are contained in the fourth section. Section V presents conclusion.



II. THE FUZZY PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK In this section, we introduce a fuzzy probabilistic framework for image segmentation mainly based on the works of Caillol(1993) [4] and Caillol(1997) [3]. The framework considers an observed image as a fuzzy Gaussian distribution mixture. It raises fuzzy classes which compensate the models of statistical approaches for an image. The parameters required are estimated by the stochastic estimation maximization (SEM) algorithm [10]. The segmentation algorithm runs iteratively, with segmenting and estimating in success in each time of iteration. The set of pixels in an image are denoted by I = {1,2,L , nm}, where n is the number of image’s rows, and m the number of columns. The two random fields required by the statistical approach to image segmentation problem are U = {U i }i∈I which the



unobservable random field is, and Z = {Z i }i∈I which the



observed random field is. The random variables U i take their



values



in



a



set



of



thematic



classes



denoted



as



Ω = {ω1 ,L , ω e } . In the case of MRI data of brain, U



models the brain tissues in such a way that the classes (ω j )1≤ j ≤e are, for instance, white matter (WM), gray matter(GM), cerebrospinal fluid(CSF) and so forth. In satellite data U models “forest”, “house”, “water” and so forth. From the view point of fuzzy approach, each element i is attached with an e -dimensional vector µ i = µ ij . Here



[ ]



1≤ j ≤ e



we consider



µ ij



as the area proportion belonging to class ω j .



So random variables U = {U i }i∈I become random vectors:



U i = [U ij ]1≤ j ≤e . Assuming e = 2 , we can define U i = U i1 = 1 − U i 2 . In the example of brain MRI data, the fuzzy statistical model allows one to take account of pixels in which, for instance, WM and GM are simultaneously presented. When U i = 0 , we means only one of the hard classes, WM or GM, is present in the pixels. In this case, the pixels are called pure pixels. If U i = ε , where ε is a real value in ]0,1[, we



refer ε to the degree of membership of pixel i to the class GM or WM. In this case, the pixel is called a mixed pixel. In the statistical approach to image segmentation, we must decide the unobservable random field U = {U i }i∈I ’s value in order to acquire the result of segmentation. Let us suppose the pair of random variables (U , Z ) ’s distribution depends on a set of parameters denoted by α . To decide U , we have to estimate the values of α . However the estimation is not simple because of the absence of an observation of U . If U were observable, one could generally use some efficient parameter estimation procedure. We can define several iterative procedures, for instance, EM [9], SEM [10],ICE [11] and SG [12] to solve the problems of estimation and segmentation in success iteratively. As Caillol did in [4] and [3], we assume that for each pixel i , the random variable U i takes its values in [0,1] and contains two types of components: two hard components and a fuzzy one. Let δ 0 , δ 1 be Dirac weights on 0 and 1 and l be the



R . Taking ν = δ 0 + δ 1 + l as a measure on [0,1], the a priori distribution of each U i can be defined by a density h on [0,1], with respect to ν . Assuming U is a stationary process and the distribution of U i is uniform on the fuzzy classes, the density h for pixel i Lebesgue measure on



can be written as:



h(0) = P (U i = 0) = π 0 h(1) = P (U i = 1) = π 1 h(ε ) = 1 − π 0 − π 1 ,



for



ε ∈ ]0,1[



(1)



Let us consider two independent Gaussian random variables X 0 and X 1 , associated with two hard values 0 and 1,



3



N (m0 , σ 02 )



whose distribution functions are assumed to be



probabilities



and N ( m1 , σ ) respectively. We can assume random variable Z i = (1 − U i ) X 1 + U i X 0 . (2) 2 1



equation



k



σ 2 (ε ) = (1 − ε ) 2 σ 12 + ε 2σ 02 .



C.



0



k



∧ k +1



π



j



∧ k +1



mj



=



=



1 nm ∑1[U = j ] nm i =1 i ∑ zi



(3)



I.



Estimate the priors and the noise parameters using equations (3), (4) and (5). Put U i = 0.5 (i.e. choose uniform distribution) if pixel i is labelled F , and scan the set of pixels “line by line”. When scanning, if the current pixel is hard, nothing is done. Otherwise we look at the sum (denoted by Σ ) of the four neighbouring pixels’ value of U . The fuzzy value is then updated according to the density f ( x) = w1 (Σ − 2 )x + w2 (Σ) . Where



w1 > 0 is fixed and w2 (Σ) is calculated from w1 and Σ to ensure



1



∫



0



f ( x)dx = 1 . Such a



procedure can ensure a visually good gradation when passing from one hard class to another. by Note we can also decide U i ε ∈]0 ,1[



(4)



Card (Q kj ) 2



time of iteration. The a posteriori distribution is:



p k (ε z i ) =



π εk f ( z i ε ) 1



π 0k f ( z i 0) + π 1k f ( z i 1) + (1 − π 0k − π 1k ) ∫ f ( z i θ )dθ 0



[ ]



for ε = 0,1 (6) The fuzzy probabilistic algorithm based on SEM procedure runs as follow: z Present an initial value of the set of parameters: z



k



∧



i∈Q kj



)



α 0 = π 00 , π 10 , m00 , (σ 00 ) , m10 , (σ 10 ) k +1 is obtained from the data Z At each step k , α k and α by re-estimation of the priors and the noise 2



k



U i = arg max p k (ε z i )



∧ k +1    − z m ∑  i j  2  ∧ k +1  i∈Q kj    σ j  = for j = 0,1 (5) k Card (Q j )   k Where Q j denotes points assigned to class j in the k th



(



and



k



gives a partition Q0 , Q1 and Q F of B.



value α , it generates a stochastic sequence of values α . At each step, it draws stochastically one sample according to the posterior distribution [4]. The parameters’ estimation is shown as below:



k



for each i = 1, L , nm a value in {0,1, F } according to the a posteriori probabilities. This



by the mean m(ε ) = (1 − ε ) m1 + εm0 and the variance



Here we utilize the SEM procedure to decide parameters and do segmentations iteratively. The SEM algorithm [10] is a stochastic version of the EM algorithm. The SEM algorithm consists in the maximization, with respect to the parameters α , of the likelihood of the observations. Starting from an initial



with



p (F z i ) = 1 − p (0 z i ) − p (1 z i ) . Sample,



U i = ε is also a Gaussian density of f ( z / ε ) characterized



α = (π 0 , π 1 , m0 , σ 02 , m1 , σ 12 )



(6)



k



The density defining the distribution of Z i conditional to



For the case considered here, the parameters required to be estimated is



p k (0 z i ) , p k (1 z i )



2



parameters. A. For each z i , compute the a posteriori



Of course we can do estimation of parameters and segmentation iteratively with ICE, and EM instead of SEM as Caillol(1997) [3] did. We notice that both SEM and ICE recourse to a stochastic approximation, which is time consuming. However EM is easy to stick at a local minima. . III. FUZZY REGION COMPETITION Region competition [1] is a statistical approach derived by minimizing the length of the descriptive language [2] for an image with Bayes/MDL criterion using the variation principle. It fixes all the regions and decides the parameters by Bayes rule through minimizing the description cost, and then it fix all the parameters and do steepest decent with respect to the boundary. A simple intuitive interpretation for region competition is as: the points on the boundary are disputed by all the regions whose edge across it through comparing probabilities of belonging to them. The region to which the probability is the largest one will own the pixel, and its boundary will move towards its exterior. In the case of there being many pixels presented simultaneously by different classes in an image, region competition can’t produce accurate boundary, and can’t determine the degree to which pixels/voxels are similar or belonging to, one or more categories. We combine region competition with the fuzzy probabilistic framework presented in section II to construct fuzzy region competition.



4 A. Defining the Fuzzy Version of Descriptive Languages Here we refer to construct the fuzzy version of descriptive language for the piecewise-constant case described in [2]. We assume an image has been partitioned into a set of regions. All regions can be described by a set of thematic hard classes denoted by Ω H = {ω1 , L , ω e } and a set of fuzzy



classes Ω F = {γ 1 , L , γ t } , i.e. the assignations of a pixel i



can take values in Ω H and Ω F . In this section we also assume the pixel explained by fuzzy class γ j is presented simultaneously by two hard classes ω k1



of fuzzy classes don’t change their numbers of elements, L parameter is an additive constant. It often be dropped. Dropping



L parameter , the length of the fuzzy descriptive



language is written as below:



L=



b log P( z i | u i ) ∑ ∑ (1 − δ (u i − u l )) − ∑ 2 i∈I l∈N i i∈I



Where



δ (x)



(8)



is the Kronecker delta, N i is the set of 4(or



value of that pixel is in 0,1 . A more general model in which



8)-connected neighbours of the i th pixel, and b is the number of bits required to encode each element in the chain code for the boundaries. Note that we call the language the fuzzy version because the assignation of pixel i can take value not only in Ω H but also



U i takes its values in the e -dimensional unit simplex will be



in Ω F , i.e.



presented later. As mentioned in section II, the noise parameters of a hard



equation (8). Selb and Bischof(2000) [23]’s fuzzy descriptive language for an image comes out of fuzzy c-mean [25]algorithm. Its



and



ωk



class



2



, which we call the related hard classes to



ωj



] [



(



are m j , σ



2 j



) . The distribution of z



i



γ j . U ’s



, supposing



ω j , is fitting N (m j , σ 2j ) . i is explained by a fuzzy class γ j , and U i = ε , the



µi



can be a vector, though it is not shown in the



2



i is k 2 z i − c j µ ijp .



pixel i is explained by hard class



error term of the length for a pixel



If a pixel



Where k 2 is a constant relating to the average cost of



Gaussian



density



is



(



N mε , σ ε2



fitting



)



,



where



m(ε ) = (1 − ε )mk2 + εmk1



,



σ 2 (ε ) = (1 − ε ) 2 σ k2 + ε 2σ k2 2



ωk



2



1



, k1 , k 2 means



ωk



1



As Leclerc(1989) [2] did, we can define the length of fuzzy descriptive language for an image as below: L = Lboundary + Lerror + L parameter (7)



Lboundary means the length of encoding the boundaries. When boundaries has been decided, we can know which region each pixel is located in and we can decide the pixel will be explained by the class the region is assigned to. Lerror implies the error terms. As for a definite pixel i , if it



ω j , the length is for encoding the



random variable Z i ’s deviation from the mean value of the explaining class’s distribution which is denoted by z i − mi , if it is explained by fuzzy class



γj,



is a constant. The language assigns a pixel its fuzzy membership



and



are the corresponding related hard classes.



is explained by hard class



specifying the error. c j is the reference value of class j .



the deviation becomes



z i − m(ε ) with U i = ε . The length needed by a pixel equals the negative base-two logarithm of the probability when it is described by a hard or a fuzzy class. L parameter not only includes the length of encoding all the parameters needed by the set of hard class describing the image, which are the mean values and variances, but also includes the length of encoding the constants to specify which class will describe a region and the constants to define the related hard classes to each fuzzy class. If the set of hard classes and the set



µ



p ij



p



i to class j when



exceeds a threshold. And the pixels,



which can’t be explained by any class, are encoded in another way. B. Solving the Optimization Problem Considering the MDL criterion [2], a global energy function which is the continuum limit of equation (8) is given as below:



E (Γ, {α r }) =  b



∑  2 ∫ ds − log P({z M



r =1







( x, y )



∂Rr



 : ( x, y ) ∈ Rr }α r ) 



(9)



It seems it is the same one as presented by Song Chun can take their values in Zhu(1996) [1]. α r



{ {



}{ }{



} { } {



 m h1 , σ h21 , mh2 , σ h22 ,L , mhe , σ h2e  2 2 2  m f1 , σ f1 , m f 2 , σ f 2 , L , m f t , σ f t



}, . Γ is the edges or }



segmentation boundaries of the entire image. Where it assumes an image has been partitioned into M regions. ∂Rr is the



boundaries for region Rr . α r are the parameters of the class which is assigned to the region. In order to minimize the objective function, region competition partitions variable in the function into two groups: the segmentation and the parameters of each regions labeled by the segmentation. It’s a greedy algorithm including two alternating stages. In the first stage, it fixes the segmentation and solve for all the parameters to minimize the descriptive cost for each region. In the second stage, it fixes the parameters and do steepest decent with respect to every point of the boundaries. Now we consider the first stage.



5 Fixing Γ , to estimate the parameters to minimize the description length for each region means as below:



α r = arg min − ∫∫ log P (z ( x , y ) α r )dxdy = ∧



αr



Rr



arg max ∫∫ log P (z ( x , y ) α r )dxdy αr



(10)



Rr



We can know here the estimation of parameters is identical to the SEM algorithm which consists in the maximization, with respect to the classes’ parameters, of the likelihood of the observations. Consequently, in fuzzy region competition, we choose the method of parameters’ estimation described in section II, shown by equation (3)~(6). The second stage can be seen as the selection process. We select a new class for some pixels in the process. After doing r steepest decent with respect to boundaries’ pixel p as Song Chun Zhu(1996) [1] did, we can get



r r r  dp  b = ∑ − K k ( pr ) nk ( pr ) + log P (z ( pr ) α k )nk ( pr )  (11) dt k∈T( pr )  2  Where



r T( pr ) = {k p



lies



on



the



boundary



of r r , K k ( pr ) is the curvature of boundary of Rk at point p , nk ( pr ) r is the normal to the boundary at p . In a simple interpretation, despite the “smoothing force” [1], the pixels on the boundary will be assigned to the class to which the conditional probability of the pixel’s observation z is the largest one. If we assume all the hard and fuzzy classes have uniform a priori distribution, the selection process actually takes the maximum posterior likelihood method. It is similar to the process of selection in the fuzzy statistical unsupervised segmentation with ICE in [3]. However there is great difference between them. In each time of iteration, Caillol(1997)’s method select a class for every pixel in the image, while fuzzy region competition only select a new class for the pixels on boundaries. Consequently, the fuzzy region competition can converge faster and unfortunately be easier to converge to the local minimum. The ICE [3] and the SEM in section II or in [4] based segmentation all have to resort to the stochastic approximation when estimating parameters, whereas fuzzy region competition can’t choose it. That makes fuzzy region competition easier to converge to local minimum. We argue that all the shortcomings of fuzzy region competition about sticking at local minimum are in the blood of region competition. We can see that fuzzy region competition and the fuzzy c-means method [25] are very different in their principles, and undoubtedly their behavior can be quite distinct in different situations. The fuzzy c-means method does not use any probabilistic model and the noise can’t be explicitly modeled. Comparing with region competition, in fuzzy region competition, a pixel can be presented simultaneously by more than one thematic class, and when competition a pixel on the boundaries can be disputed by a hard class and a fuzzy one, or by two fuzzy classes shown by Figure 1. Thereby, fuzzy region competition can produce more accurate boundaries and can



determine the degree to which pixels are similar or belonging to one or more categories. Experiments can show that fuzzy region competition can runs more stable than region competition, as general fuzzy approach compares with the corresponding hard one. However, like many other fuzzy segmentation methods, fuzzy region competition is more like a time consumer. We need to note that, in each time of iteration, fuzzy region competition only replaces fuzzy degrees of pixels assigned to fuzzy classes, instead of all the pixels in image; consequently, it is lower time consuming than common fuzzy approaches. C. Extending the Related Classes to be C-Class In above, we assume the related hard classes of any fuzzy class to be composed of only two distinct hard classes. However, in many cases, some pixels/voxels may be presented simultaneously by more than two thematic classes. We need a general model in which the related hard classes of a fuzzy one can be any number of elements in the set of hard classes Ω H . Here we use the method of extension by Caillol(1997) [3], and briefly state it as below: Caillol(1997)’s extension method utilizes recursive definition. The representation of a definite dimensional measure is R through the lower-by-one dimensional one. region k U i can take its values in the e -dimensional unit simplex:



}



e   e S e = ε ∈ [0,1] ∑ ε j = 1 . A one to one function Te   j =1 -dimensional vector transfers an (e − 1) e −1   e −1 Be −1 = ε ∈ [0,1] ∑ ε j ≤ 1 to S e :   j =1 Te (Be −1 ) = Te (ε 1 , L , ε e −1 ) =



[ε 1 ,L, ε e−1 ,1 − (ε 1 + L + ε e−1 )]



According to the e th element



εe



(12)



adopting 1, in ]0,1[ and 0,



the measure v e −1 is classified into three respects of values: the Dirac weight on the vector of R



e −1



, the Lebesgue measure on



' e −1



Be−1 , and the measure v which weights the boundary S e−1 of Be −1 . Finally the measure v e on S e is as follow:



[



ve = Te (δ 0 + µ )



⊗ ( e −1)



1Be −1 + ve' −1



]



(13)



Thereby, v1 = δ 1 , v 2 = T2 (δ 0 + µ + δ 1 ), L . The a priori distribution of U i is then defined by a density with respect to the measure v e . At pixel i , the observed random variable Z i is assumed to be



a



sum



X j → N (m j , σ



of 2 j



independent



) , as follows:



Gaussian



variables



e



Zi = ∑ε j X j j =1



Such that,



(14)



6 e



e



E [U i ] = ∑ ε j m j , var[U i ] = ∑ ε 2j σ 2j . j =1



(15)



j =1



ω j1 and ω j 2 , d hh



is



shown as:



d hh



∧ ∧ (n j1 + n j 2 ) m j1 − m j 2    = ∧ 2 ∧ 2 n j1 σ j1 + n j 2 σ j 2



Where



ω j1 and ω j 2 . ω j1



ω j 3 . A fuzzy class’s related hard classes, if including one of ω j1 and ω j 2 , will be changed to have ω j 3 . If the related hard classes are ω j1 and ω j 2 , then the fuzzy class will die out, and the explained regions will be explained by ω j 3 . are unified to a new one



In the second case, merge a hard class into a fuzzy one. A region (denoted by R j ) is being explained by hard class



ω j . The region’s adjacent and quasi-adjacent regions are ω k , L , ω k . Here, for simplification, we take the adjacent f



1



regions are explained only by



ωk



1



and



related to



d hf



ωk



ω j will be merged ω k and ω k . We define:



Now we judge if 1



2



for example.



into the fuzzy class



j



1 2



∧ N  m j , σ 



  should be very similar to   2 ∧ ∧   . We have N  m k1k2 (ε ) ε =0.5 , σ k1k2 (ε ) ε =0.5    ∧ 2



distribution



j



∧



∧



∧



m k1k2 (ε ) ε =0.5 = (1 − ε ) m k2 + ε m k1 ∧ 2



∧ 2



1 2



∧ 2



2



as the distance between



ωj



and



ε = 0.5



σ k k (ε ) ε =0.5 = (1 − ε )2 σ k + ε 2 σ k



1



and



γkk



1 2



ε = 0.5



. We take d hf



for



R j . If d hf is



below a certain threshold, this region will be explained by γ k1k2 , and ω j will die out if there is no other regions being is merged into the



E. Giving the Detailed Description of Fuzzy Region Competition Here we give the detailed description with only considering a fuzzy class’s related hard classes to be 2-class, in order to be easy to describe plainly. 1. Initialization z Partition an image into e (any natural value) regions. z Assuming each region is explained by a distinct hard class, compute the initial value of the set of parameters 2 2  ∧ 0  ∧ 0 ∧ 0  ∧ 0  0 0 α = π 0 , L, π e , m 0 ,  σ 0  ,L , m e ,  σ e   .       z For each pixel i , compute the a posteriori probabilities: p 0 (ω1 z i ), L, p 0 (ω e z i ), p 0 (γ 12 z i ), L, p 0 (γ ( e −1) e z i ) 0



. According to the a posteriori probabilities, sample, for each pixel in ω1 , L , ω e , γ 12 , L , γ ( e −1) e .



{



}



z If a fuzzy class is elected, determine the value of fuzzy degree according to the “visually good gradation” criterion or “maximize the a posteriori probability” criterion presented in section II. 0



2



(17)



0



0



0



This gives a partition Qω1 , L , Qωe , Qγ 12 , L , Qγ ( e −1) e , which is as the initial segmentation. 2. Move boundary z Fix parameters α , move the boundary by minimizing the energy function. z Replace the fuzzy degree values of all the pixels which are assigned to fuzzy class with the two criterions. We get the k th segmentation. 3. Estimate parameters. k



2



∧ ∧   m j − m k1k 2 (ε ) ε =0.5   = 2 ∧ ∧ 2 σ j + σ k1k2 (ε ) ε =0.5



2



1 2



(16)



merged. Note that if the region are merged, hard classes



ω j2



1



ω j . We call the hard class ω j fuzzy one γ k k for region R j .



If d hh is below a certain threshold, then the regions are



and



ω k and ω k , and every pixel’s fuzzy membership value take ε = 0.5 . If all the pixels’ observed variable Z R are produced by γ k k , the statistical whose related hard classes are



explained by



2



n j1 and n j 2 are the respectively total sizes of



regions explained by



γkk



1 2



D. Handling the Merging Process In order to run more adaptively and get better segmentation effects, region competition consists of two stages. The first stage to minimize the energy fixing the number of regions has been described above. The second stage merges adjacent regions provided the process decreases the energy. Here we adapt the merging process to the fuzzy conditions. In the first case, merge two hard classes. If two regions are not adjacent regions, i.e. they have no the same section of boundary, and there is a fuzzy region (explained by fuzzy class) between them, we call the two regions quasi-adjacent regions, on the condition that the fuzzy region is explained by a fuzzy class whose related hard classes include the ones assigned to the two regions. We assume only two adjacent or quasi-adjacent regions can be merged according to their squared Fisher distance d hh . If the two regions are explained by classes



Where we suppose R j is explained by another fuzzy class



7 Fix the boundary, compute the parameters α by the method in SEM shown as equation (3)~(6), according to the image data and the k th segmentation. 4. Execute step 2, 3 iteratively until the motion of boundary converges. Then go-to step 5. 5. Merge regions. Judge whether there are adjacent or quasi-adjacent regions that can be merged, and whether there are hard classes which can be merged into fuzzy classes. If yes, merge them, replace the representation of every pixel whose representing class has been changed, go-to step 2. If no, go-to step 6. 6. Stop k +1



IV. VALIDATION AND RESULTS In this section, the method has been validated in two ways: a) applications to a two-dimensional synthetic test image and to a noisy MR image in order to show its probabilistic and fuzzy attributes comparing respectively with fuzzy C-means and region competition, b)an application to a large number of simulated MR images to show the error. In these experiments, the initial partitions of images are given by the region growing algorithm [26]. Fuzzy region competition and region competition are executed based on the same initial partitions. We replace the fuzzy degree with the “maximize the a posteriori probability” criterion. We take d hh = d hf = 5 . The results of fuzzy C-means are obtained after it runs for 100 times of iterations or terminates by itself. Figure 2a is a synthetic fuzzy image whose size is 96 × 96 pixels. The pixels of 1 to 36 columns and 61 to 96 columns are pure pixels, whose intensities are 50 and 200 respectively. The pixels of 37 to 60 columns are mixed pixels with intensities from 50 to 200 linearly. Figure 2b is a noisy one of the synthetic fuzzy image. The noise is a Gaussian white noise of mean 0 and variance 0.005 corresponding to operations with images with intensities ranging from 0 to 1. Region growing gives the initial partitions of 3 regions to the noisy synthetic fuzzy image. The membership function of fuzzy region competition, fuzzy C-means and region competition are displayed by figure 2c, figure 2d and figure 2e. In the figures, the pixel intensities correspond to proportion degrees of each hard class. Bright intensity represents high proportions. Obviously, fuzzy region competition is less speckled than fuzzy C-means due to its attributes of probability and combination of boundary and region criterions which fuzzy C-means hasn’t. Here we point out that when competition we haven’t used the window introduced in [1] in order to be able to compare with the standard fuzzy C-means (which doesn’t integrate the filtering process). However, we argue that if we utilize the window for



MCR =



every pixel, we can get smoother result. Figure 2e shows that region competition has divided the image into 3 regions. Region competition can’t find the relationship between the fuzzy part and the two hard parts, and considers the fuzzy part as produced by a new class, so forth, generates 3 hard classes. Fuzzy region competition generates two hard classes correctly. The overlapped part of them is explained explicitly by fuzzy membership values. Fuzzy region competition can obtain better results than region competition because it can model the fuzzy membership degree of every pixel to each hard class. Figure 3a and 3b show one slice taken from dual spin-echo MR images of the brain and its noisy version. The noise is also a Gaussian white noise of mean 0 and variance 0.005 corresponding to operations with images with intensities ranging from 0 to 1. We apply fuzzy region competition, fuzzy C-means and region competition to the noisy MR image, and the results are shown in figure 3c, 3d and 3e. In this experiment, we consider that, in the MR image, there are 4 pure classes: CSF, GM, WM and background and 3 mixed classes: CG(mixture of CSF and GM), GW(mixture of GM and WM) and CW(mixture of CSF and WM). We take the window size as 3 × 3 pixels. We can see that the CW part is very poor in the image. We can also see that fuzzy region competition is much less speckled and provide more compact regions than fuzzy C-means. It should be noted that the sub-cortical location, composed of some internal structures, are wrongly classified by region growing, while fuzzy region competition give fine details in these regions. Figure 4a is a natural image. It is composed of three layers of forest on hills and a layer of sky. There are many mixed pixels between the layer of sky and the highest layer of forest. The result, figure 4b, shows the excellent details given by fuzzy region competition. The digital brain phantom, taken from the brain web database [27], is used as a gold standard. We obtain 3 sequences of images from the web, with respectively noise=3%, noise=5%, and noise=7%, and Modality=T1, Protocol=ICBM, Phantom-name=normal, slice-thickness=1mm, INU=20. We choose 50 slices respectively in each sequence to formulate the tree sequences of image used in the experiment. We apply fuzzy region competition, fuzzy C-means and region competition to the large number of simulated MR images, and we take the average root mean squared (RMS) and the miss classification rate (MCR) to show the error. We refer the error to for WM, GM and CSF. From fuzzy region competition and fuzzy C-means’s results, we construct hard classifications according to the maximum membership criterion, and compute the MCR to a sequence of images as below:



total number of pixels misclassified in a sequence of images number of pixels in an image × number of images in a sequence



The average RMS error is computed between the estimated membership value and the true partial volume fractions obtained by manual work. The sum of the errors over the three different classes divided by three and the number of all pixels in a sequence of images yields the average RMS error. For fuzzy



(18)



region competition and region competition, we choose the window size 3× 3 pixels. The error measures are shown in table I.



8 Table I. Error Measures from Simulated MR Results Noise level/Error Segment MCR Average RMS Error ation 3%N 5%N 7%N 3%N 5%N 7%N Methods oise oise ois ois ois ois Fuzzy 3.754 4.968 7.570 0.105 0.128 0.187 region % % % 4% 7% 6% competit ion 4.002 6.588 10.31 0.138 0.173 0.221 Fuzzy % % 4% 7% 1% 4% C-means Region 3.749 6.375 10.43 0.277 0.299 0.344 competit % % 5% 6% 7% 5% ion We explain table I as follows. For lower level of noise, from region competition, we can get lower MCR than from fuzzy C-means. We think that is benefited from region competition’s probabilistic attributes. However, when noise rate grows, region competition becomes less stable, consequently the MCR values grows greatly. The average RMS errors of region competition are higher, we say, because of its defect of being unable to give detailed description for an image. From fuzzy region competition, we can get lower values of MCR and average RMS error. We think that fuzzy region competition behaves better than fuzzy C-means, especially in the case possessing higher level of noise, because it can model the noise. Fuzzy region competition behaves more robustly than region competition, for the reason that it can model the membership value for each pixel to every class.
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V. CONCLUSION We have described an unsupervised fuzzy probabilistic segmentation method based on region competition and the fuzzy probabilistic framework for image, named fuzzy region competition. It combines the attractive aspects of region competition and fuzzy segmentation. Its characteristics are depicted as below: 1. It can model the fuzzy membership degree of each pixel/voxel. 2. It can bear the probabilistic attributes which can model the noise. 3. It combines boundary and region criterions to achieve better segmentation with regular boundaries. The applications to a synthetic image, a real MR image, a natural image and simulated MR images validate its stability and accuracy. It is possible to extend this work by 1. Extending to fuzzy contextual algorithm. For example, these contexts can be site pairs instead of single sites. 2. Formulating multi-band model. For example, integrating grey intensities, colour and texture.
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Fig.1. Pixels disputed by hard and fuzzy classes in fuzzy region competition
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(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e)



Fig. 2. Fuzzy region competition, fuzzy C-means, and region competition applied to a synthetic two-dimensional test image: (a) synthetic fuzzy image, (b) noisy synthetic fuzzy image, (c) fuzzy region competition’s membership function, (d) fuzzy C-means’s membership function, (e) region competition’s membership function
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(a)



(c) (b)



(d)



(e)



Fig. 3. Fuzzy region competition, fuzzy C-means, and region competition applied to noisy real MR image: (a) real MR image, (b) noisy real MR image, (c) fuzzy region competition’s membership function, (d) fuzzy C-means’s membership function, (e) region competition’s membership function. For (c), (d), (e), from top to bottom and from left to right, membership function of WM, GM, CSF and background
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(a)



(b)



Fig. 4. Fuzzy region competition applied to a natural image: (a) a natural image, (b) fuzzy region competition’s membership function, For(b), from top to bottom and from left to right, membership function of three layers of forest and the layer of sky
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